2021-22 Public Lecture Series

Autumn 2021

A Book Critic’s Task: From Gogol’s Bullshit Jobs to Elena Ferrante’s Class Fictions
Speaker: Jennifer Wilson, contributing essayist for The New York Times Book Review, contributing writer for The Nation
Date: December 2, 2021; 4:30 pm (online).

Winter 2022

“At the Crossroads of Invisible Paths”: Russia’s Indigenous Writers in Local and Global Context
Speaker: Naomi Caffee, Assistant Professor of Russian, Reed College
Date: January 20, 2022; 4:30 pm (online)

Spring 2022

Re-envisioning Blackness in Southeast European Cultures and Film
Speaker: Sunnie Rucker-Chang, Associate Professor of Slavic and East European Studies, University of Cincinnati
Date: April 21, 2022; 4:30pm
Location: TBD